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It is well known [4, p. 265; 3] that the space 7,i[0, l] is not iso-

morphic with a conjugate space. At the other extreme, it is also well

known that h is isometric with the conjugate space of Co. Each of these

is an example of a space of all real-valued integrable functions over a

measure space (T, p), a major difference between them being that the

measure space underlying 7_i[0, l] has no atoms, while that under-

lying h is purely atomic. It is natural to conjecture that a space

Li(P, p) is isomorphic with a conjugate space if and only if (P, p)

is purely atomic; we will show that this conjecture is false, although

it is true for separable Li spaces. We prove this result, together with

one of our characterizations of purely atomic (T, p), by using the no-

tion of differentiability of vector valued functions of bounded varia-

tion on [0, l]. (This was the method employed by Gelfand [4] in

proving the result cited above.) A related result is given in terms of

locally uniformly convex spaces [8].

Let (P, p) be a measure space. (We do not assume that P is meas-

urable.) An atom A ET is a measurable set such that 0<p(A) < <x>,

and for each measurable set BEA, either p.(P)=0 or p(B) =n(A).

We will consider two atoms to be the "same" if they differ by a set

of measure zero. A set 5 of positive finite measure is purely atomic if

the set S-~U{.4 ES: A is an atom} has measure zero. (Since atoms

are essentially disjoint, p is countably additive, and p(S) < «, S can

contain at most countably many atoms, and hence the above set is

measurable.) We say that the measure space (T, u) is purely atomic if

every subset SET of positive finite measure is purely atomic. We

denote by Û the collection of all atoms A ET. There are doubtless

other possible definitions of "purely atomic"; that the one given here

is reasonable is shown by the following lemma.

Lemma. If (T, p) is purely atomic, then Li(T, p) is isometric with

l(Q) (and hence is a conjugate space).

Proof. The space l(Q) is the set of all real functions y on Ct such

that ||y|| = 22et \y(A)| is finite, the summation being taken over the

directed system of all finite subsets of Ö. (See [2] for a proof that

/i(et) is isometric with the conjugate space of Co(Ct).) We first show
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that any (r-finite subset 5 of R is purely atomic, i.e., if 5 = 11^1 5„

where the Si are pairwise disjoint sets of positive finite measure, then

(letting U be the union of all the atoms in S) we have pt(S~U) =0.

Indeed, each atom of 5 is contained in some S<; since each 5< con-

tains at most countably many atoms, the same is true of S and there-

fore S~U is measurable. If S~U were to have positive measure, the

equality S~U=\J(S~U)i\Si would imply that at least one set

(S~U)r\Si would have positive measure, and would therefore con-

tain an atom A. Since A would also be an atom in 5, but not in U,

this would be a contradiction.

Now, if xELi(T, p) and A is an atom, then x is constant a.e.

on A. Let (<f>x)(A)=x(A)ß(A); then £a| (</>x)(A)\ = ~Z\x(A)\pt(A)
¿fr\x\dpL< oo, so <pxEl(Gt). If yG2i(Cl), then the element x which

equals y(A)n(A)~1 on each atom and is zero elsewhere is in Li(T, pi)

and hence <f> is onto. Since <p is clearly linear, we need only show that

it is an isometry, i.e. that for each xELx(T, p), ^Zet |*C¿)|mC¿)

"*fr\x\dp.
Let S(x) = {tET: x(í)t¿0} ; this set is easily seen to be <r-finite

and therefore purely atomic. Now (letting U(x) be the union of all

the atoms in S(x)), fT\x\d¡x= J2a \*(A)\l*(A)+faM~vix>\x\dp;
since S(x) is purely atomic, the second term is zero and <p is an

isometry.

A Banach space E is isomorphic with a Banach space F if there

exists a continuous, linear one-to-one map of E onto F which has a

continuous inverse. The existence of a Banach space isomorphic to

E is equivalent to the existence of positive constants k and K and

norms || • • • || and ||| • • • ||| on E such that ¿||x|| ú\\\x\\\ úK\\x\\ for

all xEE.
A normed space E is locally uniformly convex if for each xEE such

that |la;|| = l, and for each «>0, there exists S(x, e)>0 such that

||x+y|| =2 —S whenever ||je—y\\ =e. It is easily seen that uniform con-

vexity [2] implies local uniform convexity, and the latter implies

strict convexity; Lovaglia [8] shows that neither of these implica-

tions may be reversed. An equivalent formulation in terms of se-

quences (||a:|| = l = ||yn|| and ¡|x+yB||—»2 imply ||jc —y„||—»0) shows

that E is locally uniformly convex if and only if each separable sub-

space of E is locally uniformly convex.

The following theorem has been proved by Lovaglia [8, Theorem

3.1] in a more general context, but in a slightly different way. The

adaptation of his proof to this special case is shorter; more impor-

tantly, our method of renorming h will enable us to apply the result

to nonseparable h spaces.
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Lovaglia's Theorem.  The space k is isomorphic with a locally

uniformly convex space.

Proof. By h we mean, of course, the space of all sequences x such

that ||x|| = 2| x,| < °o. Define a new norm of h by

11*11! = (Mf+Z*I)1/2;

it is easily checked that ||x|[ á||x||i^(2)l/2||x||. To see that this norm

makes k locally uniformly convex, suppose that x||i=l = ||yn||i and

||x+yn||i—*2, but lim ||x—y"||i (and hence lim x— y"||)^0. Then

there exists a subsequence of the y's (say {yn}) and />0 such that

[|x —yn||=i. Since ||yn||ál and |y?| =T for each i, we can use the

diagonal process to obtain a subsequence such that ||yn||—>o, say,

while yï~^ai for each i. Thus,

lim ± (yi)2 = lim (l - ¿ (yi)' - \\yf) = 1 - £ a] - a' = bl,
t+l \ » / i

say. Now, for each k = 1 we have

II* + yn||i

= { E ft + yV + (||*|| + ||y"||)2 + [ S (Xi + y")']       j

á{Z(*« + yV + (INI + 11/11)'
K°°    A1'2     / "      . A1/S"l21 l/2£■0 +(£tó) ]} •

the latter being obtained by Minkowski's inequality. Taking limits

as ra—*co and applying the Minkowski inequality once again yields

2 = lim||* + y»||i

Í  * ■> /  °°     A1'2 ~121 1/2

á j S (* + ai)2 + (||*|| + o)2 + ( 2 xîj     + 6tJ }

[* » °° »"lWS r      * n .Ti/i

2>. + MI   +£*<]     +[Ea. + «+¿*J     =2.

Since equality holds throughout (for all k^l), it follows that ||x|| =a

and Xi = a{ lor all i. We see, then, that <á||x—yn|| = 2* l*<—y?|

+ Z"+ib?|. so formal,
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lim inf  J2  I y i I   = ' — 12  I *i: I •
"->»       4+1 (fc-f-l

If we choose fe = fco, say, the right side will be no less than w>0; if

ko is sufficiently large, we will have 0< ^î \xt\ <1 and hence, for

fe = feo,

00 /      k \  —1 /      fc \—1

lim inf 22 I y" I f Z I *i I J    = «Í Z I Xi | J    > « > 0.

Choosing 2£ = fe0 such that (l-f-re)Zf \xi\ >||*||, we see that there

exists a subsequence of the y's such that

¿ \yni\(l2 \xi\Y>u>o.
K+l \    1 /

Finally, then, we have

K /   K \-l x /   K \—1

Eiy:i(z:iy;i) +z iy.ni(Ei^i) >i + «
1 \    1 / K+l \    1 /

so that lim inf ||yn||(52f |x,|)-1^l+u. Since lim inf ||yn|| =lim ||y"||

= ||x||, this contradicts the inequality used in defining K, and the

proof is complete.

A function <f> defined on [0, l] whose range lies in a normed space

E is of bounded variation if sup 12\\<p(ri+i)~<t>(ri)\\<<xi, where the

supremum is taken over all partitions 0 = r0Oi< • • • <r„=l of

[0, l]. We say that d> is differentiable a.e. if the limit

<p'(r) = lim [d>(r + h) - ¿(r)]/?"1
Ä-»0

exists for all r in [0, l] outside a set of Lebesgue measure zero. The

space E has property (D) if every <p from [0, l] into E which is of

bounded variation is differentiable a.e. Note that E has property (D)

if and only if E has property (D) under an equivalent norm, i.e.

property (D) is "preserved" under isomorphism.

We now state a theorem concerning property (D) which will be of

use in what follows.

Gelfand's Theorem. If a separable Banach space E is isomorphic

with a conjugate space, then E has property (D).

Gelfand proved this in [4, p. 264]; an interesting proof has also

been given by Alaoglu in [l].

Theorem. Let (T, p.) be any measure space; then assertions (i) and

(iii) are equivalent and imply (ii) :
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(i)  (P, p) is purely atomic.

(ii) Pi(P, p) is isomorphic with a locally uniformly convex Banach

space.

(iii) Pi(P, u) has property (D).

Proof, (i) implies (ii). If (P, p) is purely atomic, we may assume,

by virtue of the above lemma, that Pi(P, p) is /i(5) for some set 5.

Define a new norm on k by ||x||2= (J*.\ x(s)\ )2+ T"lx(s)2; then

$Z|x(s)| ^||x|]i^(2)1/22|x(s)|. We need only show that, under this

norm, every separable subspace (and hence k(S) itself) is locally uni-

formly convex. Let M be any separable subspace of h(S) and let

{x„} i°° be a dense sequence in M. As in the proof of the lemma, the

support S(xn) of each x„ is countable, so the set Sm = U? S(x„) is also

countable. Since S(x) C-Saj for each xEM, we see that MEIi(Sm),

the (separable) subspace of all elements in k(S) which vanish outside

Sm. But, by our proof of Lovaglia's theorem, Ii(Sm) is locally uni-

formly convex under the norm induced by || • • ||i.

(iii) implies (i). Suppose that (T, fi) is not purely atomic. Then P

contains a subset S' of finite positive measure which is not the union

of atoms; letting S = 5'~U {A: A is an atom, AES'}, we see that

0 <p(S) < oo and 5 contains no atoms. In the terminology of [S], the

restriction of p to the measurable subsets of 5 is a convex measure,

i.e. there exists a measurable function/defined on S with range [0, 1 [

such that p{sES:f(s) <r} —rp(S) lor each 0 = r = l. Define <j> on

[0, l] by letting<p(r) be the characteristic function of {sES:f(s) <r}.

Then 4>(r)ELi(T, fi) and \\d>(r)-<p(r')\\ = | r-r'\p(S), so d> is of
bounded variation. It is not differentiable at any point of ]0, 1 [,

however, since if 0<f<l, let 0<A<min(r, 1— r) and verify that

|| [<p(r + h) - <t>(r)]h-i - [d>(r - h) - <?(/)](- h)->\\ = 2p(S). Thus,

Li(P, fi) does not have property (D), and the proof is complete.

(i) implies (ii). We simply observe that a function of bounded varia-

tion has at most countably many discontinuities, so that its range

lies in a separable subspace M of k(S). Since MEIi(Sm) and the

latter is a separable conjugate space, Gelfand's theorem applies.

Corollary. Suppose that Li(T, fi) is separable. Then (T, u) is

purely atomic if and only if L\(T, p) is isomorphic with a conjugate

space.

Proof. By the lemma, we see that if (P, u) is purely atomic, then

Li(P, p) is isometric with a conjugate space. The Gelfand theorem

and "(iii) implies (i)" of the above theorem prove the converse.

By a result of Kakutani [ó], the second conjugate E of Pi[0, l] is

an abstract (L)-space and hence [7] is of the form 7,i(P, p) for some
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measure space (T, p.). Since Lebesgue measure on [0, 1 ] is nonatomic,

our theorem shows that Z,i[0, l] does not have property (D), and

hence (using the natural embedding of a Banach space into its second

conjugate) E does not have property (D). By the theorem again, E

is not purely atomic, i.e. there exists a measure space (T, p), which is

not purely atomic, such that Li(T, p) is a conjugate space.

The problem posed by Dieudonné in [3] remains open: Character-

ize those (T, p) for which Li(T, p) is isometric (or isomorphic) with

a conjugate space.

Added in proof. M. I. Kadec [Izvestia Vysih Ucebnyh Zavedenii.

Mat. vol. 6 (13) (1959) pp. 51-57] has proved the interesting fact

that every separable Banach space is isomorphic with a locally uni-

formly convex space.
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